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1. Introduction 
This paper studies certain algebraic invariants of smooth four-dimensional 
homology spheres, and gives examples where these invariants fail to determine the 
homotopy type. Let M4 be a smooth, closed, oriented four-dimensional manifold. 
Consider the following list of homotopy type invariants: 
(I) a,M* 
(2) rzM, viewed as a Z’r, M-module; 
(3) the k-invariant k(M) E H3(r,M; nzM)-the first obstruction to a retraction 
K(r,M, I)+ M [2,71; 
(4) the equivariant isometry class of the intersection form r2M0 T,M + h; 
(5) f,([MI) E H4(Mz; z), where M L M2 is the second stage of the Postnikov 
tower of M. 
The invariants (l)-(3) (the ‘algebraic 3-type’) are determined by the 3-skeleton 
of M but (4) and (5) depend on the way the top cell is attached. In fact, if T,M 
is finite or H,(M,; Q) # 0, Hambleton and Kreck [4] prove that (4) and (5) determine 
the homotopy class of the attaching map, so that (l)-(5) provide a complete set of 
invariants for the oriented homotopy type of M. 
If r1 M = {l}, the oriented homotopy type is determined by 7r2 and the intersection 
form (J.H.C. Whitehead). That (4) is necessary is shown, for example, by S2 x S2 
and S2 G S2. If r1 M # {l}, less is known about the necessity of the above invariants. 
We restrict our attention to the simplest kind of manifolds (from the point of view 
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of homology), namely integral-homology 4-spheres. We show that there are gaps 
between (2) and (3): 
Theorem 1. Given a positive integer N, there exist N homology 4-spheres with isomor- 
phic v1 and r2 (as hr,-modules), but with distinct k-invariants. 
The first examples of distinct homology 4-spheres with isomorphic rrl were given 
by Plotnick [lo]. By ‘spinning’ in twc different ways aspherical homology 3-spheres, 
he found pairs of homology 4-spheres ‘raving the same 3-type but distinct equivariant 
intersection forms, thus illustrating the gap between (3) and (4). 
The starting point of this investigation was the following special case of a theorem 
of Thomas [15]: If M:, M: are closed, oriented, aspherical 3-manifolds admitting 
no orientation-reversing homotopy equivalences, then MI # Mz and (-M,) # M2 
have distinct k-invariants. Examples of homology 3-spheres satisfying the above 
requirements are given in [ 111. When spinning (with either framing) though, the 
difference disappears: s(-M, # M2) = s(M, # Mz) [3,14]. Yet a certain surgery 
construction yields knots in S4 with different k-invariants [ll]. What we do here is 
take a spun homology sphere, remove the neighborhood of a circle and sew in the 
exterior of one of those knots. This produces the required examples. (Alternatively, 
one could use in the construction the knots from [13], which rely on lens spaces 
with isomorphic rrl but different k-invariants.) The 4-manifolds we construct have 
equivariantly isometric intersection forms on rrz and isometric intersection forms 
on Hz (compatible with the Hurewicz homomorphism p : TV+ Hz), but are not 
homotopy equivalent. This answers a question in Problem N4.53 in [6]. 
2. Constructing homology spheres 
We first review spun homology spheres and then show how to modify them in 
order to get new homology spheres. Let M3 be a smooth homology 3-sphere, and 
M be M with an open 3-ball removed. The spin of M is defined to be s(M) = 
a(6 x D*) [3,9]. It is obtained by performing surgery on the curve * x S’ in M x S’ 
with the trivial framing. (If instead we use the non-trivial framing, we get the twisted 
spin of M, s’(M).) Straight-forward Mayer-Vietoris and Van Kampen computations 
show that s(M) is a (smooth) homology 4-sphere, with n,(s(M)) = T,(M) and 
7r2(s(M))=7r2(M)01(7r1M), where I?r=ker(Z~~Z)[lO]. 
Now let K = (S4, S*) be a smooth knot in S4, with exterior X4 = S4 - S* x 0’ and 
meridian t = d(* x II*). Let c be a simple closed curve in s(M3), with tubular 
neighborhood N(c) =_ S’ x int D’. Remove N(c) from s(M) and glue back the knot 
exterior X along S’ x S’. The resulting manifold 
E4= (s(M3)\N(c)) u X4 
s’xs2 
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is a (smooth) homology 4-sphere (since X is a homology circle). As a trivial example, 
if M3 = S3, s(M3)\N(c)=S4\S’xintD3=DzxS2, and ~4=D2xS2uX==S4. 
Another way to view .Z is the following. Let Y = X Uslxs2 S’ x D3 be surgery on 
K. Form s(M) # Y and perform surgery on the curve ct-‘. The resulting manifold 
is 2. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. 
The fundamental group is rrlE = n1 M *+ ( rlXI tiCi = l), where 1 cl is the order of 
c in rr, M, and the amalgamation is c = t. We will assume that c has infinite order. 
In this case, 
r,E = 7~~ M *= r,X. 
The universal cover 2 consists of copies of sm), indexed by the cosets 
r,E/r,M, and copies of _%, indexed by the cosets rr,E/n,X, glued along copies / 
of IR x S2, indexed by the cosets r,E/Z. Also, w) consists of s(M)\N(c), and 
r, M/H copies of R x D3, glued along rr, M/Z copies of 03 x S*. The Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences for these decompositions yield 
@ H&R x S2) + ( 8 H,(6-KKc))) @( ,,J3_ H,(X)) 
m,p/z *1Z/r,M 
+ H2(3) + 0, 
@ H2(IWXS2)~H*(~M)\NT))~H2(~))~0. 
TIM/E 
Note that we can take the curve c disjoint from all the 2-cycles of s(M), so there 
is a natural splitting H,(m))%H,(sm)). The above sequences combine 
to give 
5-2-Z =(hriE @ 7r2~(M))O(Zr1Z @ r2X). 
Z?r,M P?r,X 
Remark. The above construction shows that, given G a 2-knot group, there is a 
homology 4-sphere E4 with G= nlZ: By picking suitable knots (e.g. fibered knots 
with fiber a punctured aspherical manifold),‘one gets E4’s with fundamental group 
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not a 3-manifold group, and thus homology $-spheres which are not spun. (The 
first such examples were given in 197, using a different construction.) 
3. Distinguishing k-invariants 
We now produce the examples for Theorem 1. First, recall the construction in 
[ll]. There are knots Xi in S4, i = 1,2, with exteriors Xi = A%: X, S’, where &Ii are 
closed, oriented, aspherical homology 3-spheres, admitting no orientation-reversing 
homotopy equivalences. Letting rr,M, = Ai, we have rlXiEHi=Ai>aZ= 
(As, x/xax-’ = o;(a), VaeAi). Form S’X~~#(M,#M~)X~,*,,S’ and perform 
surgery on the curve txt-‘xw2, where t represents the first S’ and x the second S’. 
The resulting space, call it X, is the exterior of a knot K in S4 (see Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. 
The same construction, with -MI # En, instead of M, # M2, yields X’, the exterior 
of a knot K’. The knot exteriors have isomorphic 7rI and 7r2, given by 
rr,X = B = G *= H, where G = (t, xl txt-’ = x2>, 72 = (xl, 
H=(A,*A,)xaE=H,*,H,; 
qX==EBOHB 
1-X 0 
0 i (1 -x)(1+x-‘- t-l) - 
It is shown in [ll] that X and X’ have distinct k-invariants. That is, it is not 
possible to find an isomorphism o! : rrrX + rlX’ and an a-homomorphism p : ?T*X + 
rr2X’such that o*(k(X’)) = &&k(X)) E H3(~~~;(~~X’)~). By picking many factors 
of the form iA&, arbitrarily many examples of knots whose k-invariants do not 
correspond can be produced. 
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Now consider an aspherical homology sphere M, with rr, M = A. We will assume 
that the groups A, AI and A2 are all distinct. Pick a non-trivial curve c in s(M) (it 
automatically has infinite order) and form the homology 4-sphere 
Z”=(s(M)\N(c)) u X. 
S’XS2 
Similarly construct 2’. These two homology spheres have isomorphic rr and 7r2, 
the structure of which is given in Section 2. The following proposition shows that 
_E and 1’ provide two examples for Theorem 1. We leave the obvious generalization 
to arbitrarily many examples to the reader. 
Proposition 2. There is no isomorphism a: rr,Z + TT,~’ and a-homomorphism 
/? : rrJ + ~~2’ preserving k-invariants. 
Proof. The idea is to show that (Y can be conjugated to an isomorphism mapping 
7rrX onto ?r,X’, and that /3 induces an a-homomorphism p: rZX + ~T~X’ preserving 
k-invariants. The proposition then follows from [ll, Theorem 1.21. 
Step 1. We are given an automorphism LY of rr=A~ B= 
A *z(t) (G *z(x) (A, * A2 xZ)). Consider the subgroup a(A,). By the Subgroup 
Theorem for free products with amalgamation (see e.g. [12, p. 157]), @(A,) is the 
fundamental group of a graph of groups, where the vertex groups are subgroups of 
conjugates of A or B and the edge groups are subgroups of conjugates of Z. As A, 
is perfect, the graph of a(A,) is a tree (with edges (1) or Z). If a(AI) does not 
equal a vertex, the splitting along an edge yields an essential, embedded 2-sphere 
or annulus in M, (see e.g. [S, p. 212]), a contradiction. Thus, up to conjugation, 
a(A,) is contained in A or B. 
We will need the following fact from [ 111: Given rr = A *c B and a E A such that 
there is no a’ E A with a’aa’-’ E C, then waw-’ E A implies w E A. We deduce from 
this that N,(A,) = H,, N,(A, * AJ = H, and N,(A) = A. 
Now suppose a(AI) = A. Then LY( H,) c A, which is impossible, as H, is a PD4 
group and A is a PD3 group (see [l, pp. 224-2251). Therefore, cr(A,)c B. In fact, 
since [A,, A,] = A,, [H, H] = A, * AZ, and [G, G] =Z[ l/2], an argument as in the 
preceding paragraph shows that, up to conjugation, a(AI) c A, * A*. As x E N,,(A,), 
we also see that (Y(X) E H. 
Similarly, a(AZ) c zA, * A&‘, for some ZE n. Since XE N,(A,), (Y(X)E zHz_‘. 
Now z-‘a(x)z E H c B and (Y(X) E H force z E B, and thus cr(AZ) c B. From txt-’ = 
x2, we get LY (t ) (Y (x) a ( t)-’ = a (x)*, and then again the above mentioned fact implies 
cy (t) E B. As B is generated by A,, AZ, x and t, we deduce that (Y(B) c B. 
In the same way, K’(B) c wBw_‘, for some w E r. This gives B = 
a-‘(a(B))c a-‘(B)c wBw-‘, or w-l Bw c B, forcing w E B. Therefore, L’(B) c B 
and LY]~ is an isomorphism. We have shown that, up to conjugation, (Y restricts to 
an isomorphism 6 : TT~X + ‘IT~X’. 
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Step 2. We are given an a-endomorph&m p of 7r.J = (h~@z, r&M))@ 
(Zrr OmB rrZX). Restrict /3 to 
We claim that pi = 0. To see that, first recall M3 is aspherical, so that n2(fi) = HA, 
generated (as a ZA-module) by the boundary 2-sphere. Hence rr,s(M) =HAO 
IAcZAOHA, implying Z~TO,,T~S(M)=Z~OZT. On the other hand, 
zr OZB rrzX =ZrrOhr A l-x 0 0 ) (1-x)(l+x-1-t-‘) ’ 
with 1 -X and (1 -x)( 1 +x-r - t-‘) = -x( 1 - t-‘)( 1 -x-‘) neither right-nor left- 
zero divisors in Z?T (as both x and t have infinite order in n). These facts put 
together prove the claim. 
The a-map p2 lifts to a-maps 8 and e: 
O-Z7rOH7r > H7rOZ7r- 
( 
Z7T 07rzx-0 
I 
1-x 0 ZB 
0 (1-*)(1+x-‘--L-‘) > 
J= 
d 6 
( > E d 
i I 
a b 
e= 
( > c d 
82 
o- Z7rrOZ7, ’ ZTOh Tr-zro 7r2x-0. 
ZB 
The commutativity of the diagram means 
1 
cY(1 -x)a = ci(1 -x), 
a(1-x)b=6(1-x)(1+x-‘-t-‘), 
a((l-x)(1+x_‘-t-‘))c=E(l-x), 
cY((l-x)(1+x_‘- t-‘))d = B( 1 - x)( 1+ x-l - CC’). 
Now define a restriction map r: ZV + EB as follows: r(w) = wl, if w = w, + w2, 
with supp w1 c B and supp w2n B =O. It is a group homomorphism, with the 
properties r( yw) = yr( w), I( wy) = I( w)y, for y E ZB, w E Za [8, p. 61. Mapping the 
above equations via I to EB yields the equations 
I 
(Y(1 -x)r(a) = r(Ci)(l -x), 
G(l-x)r(b)=r(C)(l-x)(1+x-‘-t-‘), 
cr((1-x)(1+x-‘-t-‘))r(c)=r(E)(1-x), 
(Y((1 -x)(1+x_‘- t-‘))r(d)=r(d)(l-x)(1+x-‘-t-‘), 
which in turn define an G-map p: rrZX + 7rZX’. 
Step 3. We now complete the proof. First recall that geometrically induced maps 
preserve k-invariants [7]. As conjugation in ml is geometrically realizable, we can 
replace (Y by an isomorphism CK : nlIZ + r,E’, restricting to (Y : v,X + rrlX’. The 
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inclusion XL, .Z induces maps f: r,X L, v,Z and g: vZX-, rr& As f and g are 
geometrically induced, f”( k(E)) = g.J k(X)). Similarly define f’ and g’. 
Consider the following diagram: 
H3(*,2; (?TzTY)o) -JL H3(7r,X; (vm?f) t_ ~y~,x; z?r @ (~~x’)~) - H’(a,X’; (4% 
La,X 
T LI* Ci* T a* 
f’ 
T 
H3(n,zY; +Y) - H3(~,X'; (1r2_Y)/.) - H3(qr,X; r2X’). 
g* 
The right horizontal arrows come from the isomorphism 
H3(7r1X; h7r 0 7r*X)=Zr 0 H’(7r,X; 7r2X) 
HT,X ZT,X 
(due to the fact that nIX has a finite dimensional K(a*X, l).) Clearly the bottom 
squares commute. The top left square commutes by naturality. As PI = 0 (see Step 
2), the top middle square commutes. Our assumption a*(k(E’)) = P,(k(E)) now 
implies (Y*( 10 k(X’)) = (pz)*( 10 k(X)) E H3( rlX; Zn OzmIx( T~X’)~). But 5*( 10 
k(X’))= lO&*(k(X’)), and (&)*(l@k(X))= lOB*(k(X))+* . * , by definition 
of @. Hence &*(k(X’)) = &(k(X)), finishing the proof. 0 
4. Some open questions 
These examples and those in [lo] leave open the question whether there are gaps 
at the bottom and the top of the ‘hierarchy’ in the Introduction. 
Question 1. Are there homology 4-spheres with isomorphic 7~r, but with non- 
isomorphic r2 (as Z r1 -modules) ? 
One could try to plug into our construction knots with same 7rI but different rz 
(such examples were given by Gordon, Plotnick, and the author.) The drawback is 
that, in all known examples, the knots have different meridians, so that the resulting 
homology 4-spheres have non-isomorphic q,. 1 We are thus led to the following 
question, an affirmative answer to which would almost certainly provide (via the 
techniques discussed in this paper) an affirmative answer to Question 1. 
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Question 2. Are there knots Ki = (S4, S2), i = 1,2, with exteriors Xi and meridians 
ti, such that there is an isomorphism (Y : rrrX, + ~T,X*, a( tl) = t:‘, but there is no 
a-isomorphism p : 7r2X1 + 7r2X2? 
At the other end of the hierarchy, we have another question. 
Question 3. Are there homology 4-spheres with isomorphic algebraic 3-type and 
equivariant intersection form on r2, but which are not homotopy equivalent? 
If we drop the requirement that the four-manifold be a homology sphere, it is 
not difficult to find examples. If M = S’x L(p, q) and M’= S’ x L(p, q’), with 
L(p, q) + L(p, q’), then M + M’. This can be seen by identifying _&([M]) E 
H4( M2; E) = H4(Z x Zp; Z) = Z, with the first non-vanishing k-invariant, k2( M) = q 
(mod p). Another example (suggested by W.S. Massey) is provided by M = 
S2x S’x S’ and M’= S2 G (S’x S’), the non-trivial S2-bundle over S’ x S’. Then 
rrl = h2, rrr2 = H, with trivial intersection form, and k = 0, but the intersection forms 
on H2 are nonisometric. In this case, M2 = CR’” x S’ x S’, f*([ M]) = [S2 x S’ x S’], 
but f,([M’]) = [S’x S’x S1]+[CP2x*). 
Question 4. Are there infinitely many distinct homology 4-spheres with isomorphic 
fundamental group? 
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